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The project “FRESH WAYS - Cross-border mechanisms for Green Intermodal and Multimodal Transport of
fresh products” is co-funded by the Interreg V-A Greece-Italy 2014-2020 Programme with a total budget of
2.621.935 EUR.

Airports of Puglia S.P.A. will lead the project partnership, which is composed of the Chamber of Commerce,
Industry, Crafts, Agriculture of Bari, the University of Salento – Department of Innovation Engineering, the
Chamber of Commerce of Preveza, and the University of Patras – Department of Civil Engineering. The
Department for Local Public Transport and Major Projects of Puglia Region will participate to the project
implementation as associated partner.

The overall objective of FRESH WAYS is to develop a strategy to optimize the transport system by reducing
the dependency on road and maritime solutions and increasing the range of available connections between
the two Countries involved.

The project aims at increasing passenger traffic between Italy and Greece and testing the use of the available
space inside the aircraft holds to transport fresh products. Moreover, a cooperation platform, involving Public
Administrations, research centres and business sector, will be developed and promoted in order to identify
the most innovative and suitable future solutions in the field of eco-sustainable transport.

Introduction



PB3 Components of the 
FRESH WAYS platform Use Cases 

The University of Salento (PB3) has developed the
components of the FRESH WAYS platform allowing
the implementation of the “Method A – Logistic
Matching”. The components consist of three
modules enabling a B2B approach to logistics
supporting the exchange of fresh food products
from Puglia (Italy) to Greece and vice versa.

The modules are:
1. A solution for comparing the FRESH WAYS 

shipping modality and the traditional one in 
terms of price, timing and CO2, after the 
demand and supply of fresh food products are 
matched, through ad hoc functionalities.

2. An algorithm manageable through WEB interface 
to estimate the airline shipping price included in 
the total shipping price of fresh food from Puglia 
to Greece and vice versa.

3. A solution for voluntary traceability of shipped 
fresh food products.1

Please find below the main Buyer’s use cases of the 
Method A – Logistic Matching, including:

• The search for a fresh food product among those 
inserted by the Producers in the FRESH WAYS 
platform; 

• The selection of one product (e.g. pasticciotto
pastry);

• The display of a comparison table of the two 
shipping alternatives: the FRESH WAYS modality 
and the traditional one, based on 
time/price/CO2;

• The selection of the FRESH WAYS modality;
• The sending of the request to the Freight 

Forwarders and Producers for their evaluation.

If the transport is feasible and the product is 
available, the Buyer can complete the transaction.

1See FRESH WAYS newsletter no. 2 for further information on the voluntary traceability application



A. Fresh food products search



B. Fresh food products selection

In this case, the Buyer selects a pasticciotto pastry.



C. Comparison table of the existing shipping 
alternatives based on Price/Time/CO2



D. Summary after selection of the FRESH 
WAYS  transport modality



The Freight Forwarder will evaluate the feasibility of the transport, the
Producer will check on the availability of the product.

E. Submission of the requests to the Freight 
Forwarder and the Producer



FRESH WAYS platform method B – Demand 
and Supply

The services of the platform will support the identification of demand and supply and the booking
of the transport. These services will be accomplished in four steps.

This service will empower Italian local producers to effectively export and transfer their products

with fresh value to Greek enterprises, and will empower Greek local producers to effectively export

and transfer their products with fresh value to Italian enterprises.



FRESH WAYS platform method B – Demand 
and Supply

As an option to the seller or buyer, the platform user will be able to find the proper carrier for shipping his

fresh products to the airport of origin if the users cannot make the transfer themselves. Similarly, following

the arrival of the products to the airport of destination, the user will identify the best carrier to reach the final

destination. The core architecture focuses on matching demand and supply for freight transport before and

after products are transported by passenger airlines; customized criteria optimize the matching results.

The platform will provide traceability features and location information to the users, using special

equipment in the supply chain. The equipment involves RFID tags and portable RFID readers, as well as GPS

devices with tracking capability and supporting infrastructure. If the user selects one of the carriers proposed

by the platform, the carrier will have to pick up the freight, place on it an RFID tag, and read the tag with the

portable RFID reader, while recording the initial location of the shipment. The carrier will also activate the

GPS device or smartphone for tracking his location consistently until arrival at the desired node/hub (e.g.

airport) of origin, and for updating the platform accessed by the user. Then, the airport authorities will have

to be equipped with compatible portable RFID readers for confirming products arrival.



FRESH WAYS platform method B – Demand 
and Supply



FRESH WAYS platform method B

Registration form in the platform



FRESH WAYS platform method B

Producer profile and tabs in the platform



Technical Meeting organized by the University of Salento

On the 30th of June 2020, the University of Salento (PB3) organized a public Technical Meeting under the
FRESH WAYS project.

Due to the restrictions to movement in response to the coronavirus pandemic, the whole event was held
online through a streaming platform.

The Technical Meeting first presented the project main contents and the Beneficiaries (in particular, their
roles and contributions). Afterwards, it focused on the FRESH WAYS ICT platform components designed
and developed by the University of Salento. During the final section of the meeting, the project
Beneficiaries shared their points of view on the technological platform, and answered questions that
arose through the chat.

The online event was followed by several participants such as researchers, agri-food businesses and
their associations, and the Beneficiaries’ representatives, who interacted with the Speakers, showing
their interest in the topic under discussion and highlighting the event success.

Click here to watch the whole online event: https://youtu.be/-IYYIfIpnAY

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://youtu.be/-IYYIfIpnAY?fbclid%3DIwAR2iqeUKvHnbgbdu3X355sX7CV9AlIcT9_FeGUYXrJFLnxas9Ef4Jj6HxUQ&h=AT19vaACLNgQjDOcp-4QX5bL5NtlKupBHTToAo16DheicOQkxRymJUugppaQoSgtlC7-47429Fn3yL_kMRoSno6jwzm4DO90DImEZQOuddLRDh_FtPWQBOnSbEy0AYz4v-UXxJSesg&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT25A5eizhz1E9dg4xn1Hh0UYjmNa3GossaQXzi16CzrTCa43lYxmyrcQXfc117UDM9JvYFzOqQtFbii0TwLMqBrTq4D4jKEYopApR4vj2iMnit7yQAF_g-x91C5S9XpIo1y-3SDe9Fs3aJwuwLuVVehpBnXwar2q80L7Ykl3AnYVx3b4FSl


Technical Meeting organized by the University of Salento



The 4th project meeting of the FRESH WAYS
project was held on 29th of June 2020 and was
organized by the University of Salento.
Due to the restrictions to movement in
response to the coronavirus pandemic, the
project meeting was held online through a
streaming platform.
During the meeting, the Beneficiaries had the
opportunity to discuss the next steps of the
project and to better define the common steps
to follow.

Fourth Project Meeting Project Extension

Project implementation needs an extension in duration
because of COVID-19 emergency and all the consequences
related to it. In fact, all EU countries introduced containment
measures - such as travel restrictions, quarantine zones and
lock-downs - to deal with the emergency that caused severe
consequences to the air transport. In particular, starting in
March 2020 air flights have been cancelled at European and
international levels, and even airports have been closed.
In this emergency situation, LB of FRESH WAYS had to suspend
all previous agreements with air companies for the connections
with Greece within FRESH WAYS project, which represents the
main pilot action in WP5 of the project. Since mid-June 2020
some of the airline companies operating from/to Bari Airport
have resumed flights; however, these are accompanied by
restrictions because of coronavirus, and those created by the
air companies to enhance health and safety - resulting in
increased operating costs.
The extension until July 2021 can allow the potential for air
connections next summer season between Greece and Italy.




